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Abstract:  14 

The origin of damage in concrete due to the alkali-silica reaction (ASR) is attributed to the 15 

expansion site in the aggregate. To investigate the cracking process of the aggregate during 16 

ASR and its consequences on concrete damage, the effect of the distribution of the expansive 17 

sites in the aggregate on ASR expansion and the crack patterns must be evaluated. Thus, in 18 

this study, a mesoscale discrete model was applied to ASR modeling to represent the 19 

propagation of cracking during ASR accurately. The distribution of the expansive sites in the 20 

aggregate was based on the gel pocket and reaction rim models, which are two ASR 21 

mechanisms reported in the literature. These two expansion models highlight the different 22 

crack patterns obtained based on the aggregate characteristics. Further, the expansion 23 
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cracking processes determined based on the gel pocket and reaction rim models are consistent 24 

with the evolution of cracking with the expansion level.  25 

 26 

Keywords: Alkali-Silica Reaction (ASR), Cracking, Expansion, Expansive site, 27 
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 29 

1. Introduction 30 

When concrete structures are damaged by the alkali-silica reaction (ASR), structural 31 

performance is degraded due to the extensive expansion. The ASR expansion is attributed to 32 

the dissolution of reactive silica minerals in aggregates that form an alkali-silica gel (ASR gel). 33 

A conventional mechanism that induces the expansion of ASR gel is the swelling of ASR gel 34 

caused by the imbibition of water [1]. However, the cause behind the expansion of the ASR gel 35 

remains controversial [2]. A recent study reported that the water absorption capacity of ASR 36 

gels synthesized from concrete is considerably similar to that of calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-37 

H), and the moisture supply to ASR products cannot be held responsible for ASR expansion 38 

[3]. Regardless of the ASR gel expansion mechanism, the aggregate and surrounding cement 39 

paste demonstrate mechanical responses such as deformation and cracking caused by the 40 

expansive pressure exerted by the ASR gel. These responses vary from aggregate to 41 

aggregate, and they are dependent on the microstructural localization of the reaction. Thus, it 42 

is important to elucidate the effect of the spatial distribution of expansive sites on the 43 

microscopic damage in terms of the expansion mechanism. 44 

Several expansion models have been proposed for the microstructural localization of 45 

ASR gel expansive sites. Among these models, Ichikawa’s model (reaction rim model: the 46 
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origin of the expansion is inside the rim in the reactive aggregate [4]) and Dunant’s model (gel 47 

pocket model: the origin of expansion is randomly distributed inside the aggregate [5]) present 48 

two different approaches based on the microscopic observations of aggregates with different 49 

petrographic characteristics [4–7]. Both models assume that expansive pressure is exerted at 50 

the reaction site (in situ expansion at the reaction site) when the site is well constrained. 51 

The precise modeling of cracking in aggregate and concrete during ASR requires the 52 

use of mesoscale discrete models. In this study, a mesoscale discrete model was used to 53 

model the aggregate particles and mortar phase. The model was developed based on a 3D-54 

Rigid Body Spring Model (3D-RBSM) [8]. The use of mesoscale modeling for quasi-brittle 55 

materials can lead to numerical instabilities. However, 3D-RBSM is a powerful tool for 56 

evaluating damage mechanisms related to cracks with high stability and accuracy [8]. Using 57 

this model, the effect of the spatial distribution of the expansive sites on microscopic damage—58 

especially cracking propagation due to ASR—was investigated based on the leading ASR 59 

expansion models.  60 

 61 

2. Literature Review and Analytical Objectives 62 

2.1 Evidence from petrographic observations 63 

2.1.1 Spatial location of expansion 64 

ASR expansion is accompanied by cracking in the aggregate and paste. Cracking 65 

patterns differ and depend on the types of reactive aggregates. The current understanding is 66 

that confinement is necessary for the ASR gel to exert expansive pressure, and the aggregate 67 

itself plays this role; thus, the expansive pressure always increases within the aggregate and 68 

the cracks originate from the aggregate and extend to the paste.  69 
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After the cracking of the aggregate, the ASR gel may be free from confinement. While 70 

the ASR gel can exude through the cracks without expansion, a substitutional reaction between 71 

Na and Ca occurs simultaneously [4, 9]. This reaction results in the solidification of the ASR 72 

gel in the cracks. Kawabata et al. [9] reported that the solidified ASR gel (similar to C-S-H gel) 73 

provides further confinement. The solidification of ASR gel at the interface prevents additional 74 

ASR gel from exuding from the aggregate, and this can result in an accumulation of pressure 75 

and lead to further crack opening/propagation. A recent study by Shi et al. suggested the 76 

possibility that the formation of Ca-rich ASR products at the interface act as a plug that restrains 77 

the extrusion of ASR gel [10]. 78 

2.1.2 Crack pattern inside the aggregate 79 

Cracks within the aggregate provide important information that can help indicate the 80 

location of the origin of the expansion. With respect to the crack pattern inside the aggregate, 81 

Sanchez et al. [11] attempted to classify the types of cracks inside aggregates based on the 82 

type of reactive rocks. Based on prior research, they divided the cracking mechanism into three 83 

types: 1) reaction at the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) of nonporous aggregates; 2) reaction 84 

caused by the diffusion of alkali in the aggregate; and 3) reaction at the vein where dissolution 85 

of silica occurs inside aggregates [12]. Models studied in the present study were classified 86 

according to 2). Further, Sanchez et al. proposed an evaluation of the advancement of the ASR 87 

cracking process inside an aggregate using an expansion level. Two types of cracks are 88 

observed: a “sharp crack” and an “onion skin crack”. Sharp cracks are likely to pass through 89 

aggregates while an onion skin crack propagates in the circumferential direction of aggregates. 90 

As the expansion strain increases, sharp cracks propagate into adjacent parts of the aggregate 91 

or into the surrounding cement paste, thereby forming a crack network. For onion skin cracks, 92 
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the crack reaches the ITZ and propagates into the cement paste. Sanchez et al. commented 93 

that these cracks would not always be generated simultaneously. The type of crack—either 94 

sharp or onion skin—is dependent on the type of rock. Their observations indicated that sharp 95 

cracks can be easily observed in sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. The crack is then easily 96 

generated at the porous areas of the aggregate. However, onion skin cracks can be observed 97 

when alkali metal ions diffuse uniformly into the aggregate. Based on the experimental results 98 

of Ichikawa et al. [4] and Kawabata et al. [9], onion skin cracks tend to appear with highly 99 

reactive andesite.  100 

 101 

2.2 ASR expansion-mechanism-based models 102 

As indicated in the former section, different distributions of the origin of expansion in 103 

aggregates caused by the type of rock strongly influence the ASR mechanisms. In particular, 104 

the ASR gel accumulates at certain sites inside the aggregate with increasing pressure, thereby 105 

leading to the manifestation of cracks. However, an important question that needs to be 106 

emphasized on is the link between the origins of the expansive pressure and the resulting crack 107 

pattern inside the aggregate. Thus, the clarification of the manifestation mechanism of 108 

aggregate cracking leads to a discussion of the origins of expansion inside the aggregate, and 109 

this knowledge can reinforce the understanding of the ASR expansion mechanism. 110 

Two mechanism-based models of ASR expansion can be used to explain how the 111 

expansion pressure is exerted within the aggregate: the gel pocket model and the reaction rim 112 

model. In the gel pocket model, the random location of a reactive site—a “gel pocket”—is 113 

explicitly defined; expansive pressure forms at this gel pocket. In contrast, in the reaction rim 114 

model, the heterogeneity of the reactive aggregate is not considered, instead the reaction rim 115 
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that forms at the inner surface of the aggregate is considered. Expansive pressure is exerted 116 

inside the reaction rim. The details of these models are described with reference to 117 

experimental observations below. 118 

The evidence for the gel pocket model has been found from extensive experimental data 119 

using SEM images (e.g., Ben Haha et al. [6] and Ponce et al. [7]). These experimental 120 

observations indicate that reactive phases presumed as the origins of expansion are randomly 121 

distributed inside an aggregate.  122 

In the reaction rim model [4], expansion is the consequence of the diffusion of alkali and 123 

ASR-gels of different compositions. First, based on the surface reactions, Na-rich ASR gel is 124 

produced by the reaction between alkalis and reactive aggregate. Second, a Ca-rich ASR gel 125 

is produced by replacing the Na in the ASR gel with Ca from the paste. The Ca-rich ASR gel is 126 

relatively dense and of similar composition to C-S-H, thereby forming a reaction rim at the inner 127 

surface of the reactive aggregate. The reaction rim only permits alkali metal ions to transfer 128 

into the aggregate; the transfer of the Na-rich ASR gel precipitated inside the aggregate to the 129 

outside of the rim is not permitted. Because of further penetration of the alkali metal ions into 130 

the inner aggregate, the Na-rich ASR gel accumulates inside the rim and the expansion 131 

pressure is exerted gradually. This expansion pressure induces cracks inside the aggregate 132 

uniformly, and the crack propagates to the mortar.  133 

 134 

2.3 ASR material modeling 135 

Analytical methods for simulating the ASR expansion behavior at the material scale with 136 

advanced models have been proposed in the literature [13–21], with the current modeling 137 
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focused on chemical aspects, mechanical aspects, or a combination of chemical and 138 

mechanical mechanisms. 139 

ASR advancement can be evaluated in terms of factors of influence related to the ASR 140 

gel production process (i.e., amount of alkalis, reactive silica, calcium, temperature, and 141 

humidity). Modeling the reaction process often assumes a progression from the aggregate 142 

surface to the core, similar to an external attack where transport would be predominant. 143 

However, recent developments have demonstrated the importance of considering the 144 

combination of alkali and moisture transport with the kinetics of reactive mechanisms [18, 21] 145 

to be representative of the observations of damaged concrete [6, 7]. Macroscopic expansion is 146 

then calculated according to the change in the amount of ASR gel over time to evaluate the 147 

range of expansion strain or induced pressure.  148 

At the material scale, differences between the models are caused by the method used 149 

to describe the concrete. As concrete is a multiphasic material, macroscopic expansion can be 150 

calculated based on different numerical approaches using homogenization principles or a 151 

discretization of the material. The accuracy of the estimated expansion and cracking depends 152 

on the precision of the concrete description and the combination of known ASR-phenomena. 153 

The objective of homogenization approaches is to obtain a numerical assessment of 154 

expansion and damage [16, 19] that can be integrated into nonlinear finite element models to 155 

assess the structural performance of ASR-damaged structures. With mesoscale discrete 156 

models, aggregate particles are directly meshed and modeled to reproduce and comprehend 157 

the mechanisms of ASR-induced cracking at the material scale [5, 22–27]. This method is a 158 

powerful tool to model macroscopic expansion and analyze the progression of expansion 159 

cracks with ASR evolution. Mesoscale discrete models can evaluate the impact of aggregates 160 
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(such as distribution, size, and arrangement), the mechanical interaction between aggregate 161 

particles, and the distribution of expansive sites in the aggregate on ASR. Mesoscale modeling 162 

has been used to reproduce the crack propagation process generated by gel pockets in 163 

aggregate particles [5] according to aggregate size [22], stress effect [23], and the impact of 164 

creep on ASR expansion [24]. Three-dimensional aggregate particles were modeled with 3D-165 

RBSM to reproduce the crack propagation in the mortar phase between aggregate particles 166 

during ASR [26]. In that work, an expansion strain was applied to the boundary between the 167 

aggregate and mortar phases. This assumption is representative of certain highly reactive 168 

particles. For most moderate or slowly reactive aggregates, cracks were observed inside 169 

aggregate particles [6, 7, 11]. The effect of the distribution of reactive sites in the aggregate 170 

can impact crack propagation during ASR, and therefore, it must be analyzed via mesoscale 171 

modeling. 172 

 173 

2.4 Objectives of the analytical approach 174 

As described in the literature review, the crack pattern varies according to the type of 175 

reactive rock and expansive site distribution in the aggregate. This difference is attributable to 176 

the location of the origins of expansion in aggregates and to the speed of the flow of alkalis in 177 

reaching these different locations [21]. The distributions of ASR-crack patterns in concrete and 178 

aggregate have significant consequences on the damage induced by ASR at the structural 179 

scale.  180 

The first objective of this work is to use a mesoscale model to evaluate the capacity of 181 

ASR mechanisms (gel pocket and reaction rim models) to reproduce the crack patterns, as 182 

both models are individually described in the literature. The relationship between the 183 
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macroscopic ASR expansion and internal damage of the aggregate and paste is often 184 

questioned in the literature. The nature of the aggregate and the distribution of reactive sites is 185 

considered responsible for the difference in damage observed in the literature for equal levels 186 

of ASR expansion.  187 

The second objective of this work is to compare the crack patterns obtained for different 188 

expansion levels by mesoscale modeling with experimental observations from the literature. 189 

The crack patterns obtained by mesoscale modeling under different assumptions can help 190 

understand this issue.  191 

In this study, the influence of the distribution of expansive sites on the cracking process 192 

was investigated from a mechanical point of view using a mesoscale discrete model. As the 193 

expansion progresses, the influence of the change in the physical properties of the ASR gel in 194 

cracks corresponding to the substitutional reaction between Na and Ca becomes more 195 

important. The inherent time-dependent behavior such as the creep of cementitious material 196 

becomes more pronounced with an increase in induced stress. In the early stage expansion, 197 

the ASR gel is well confined by the surrounding minerals or reaction rim. After cracking, the 198 

expansion behavior differs from the early stage because the ASR gel tends to flow without 199 

exerting expansive pressure when free space is available. At this stage, the stress generated 200 

by the rheological behavior of the ASR gel is significantly lower than the mechanical 201 

confinement stress, and the change in the physical properties of the ASR gel in cracks has a 202 

negligible effect on the initiation of the cracking process. In terms of creep, aggregate cracking 203 

is not considerably affected for typical reactive rocks because most of these rocks have 204 

negligible time-dependent behavior. In this study, the authors assessed the crack propagation 205 
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process in the early stage of expansion caused by the different distribution of the expansive 206 

sites in the absence of those influences.  207 

 208 

3. Mesoscopic Modeling Approach 209 

In this study, a mesoscale discrete model that expressly represents concrete material 210 

by aggregate particles and a mortar phase using a 3D-Rigid Body Spring Model was developed 211 

to analyze the ASR cracking process inside aggregates and between adjacent aggregates 212 

because of varying distributions of expansive sites in the aggregate. The 3D-RBSM allows 213 

mesoscale structural analysis and a powerful tool for comprehending the phenomena related 214 

to cracks as it can explicitly evaluate crack width and distribution [28]. The author has 215 

previously developed a 3D-RBSM for investigating the mechanism of concrete failure and 216 

deterioration involved in cracking such as in the shear failure of RC members [29], rebar 217 

corrosion [30, 31], drying shrinkage [32], and external sulfate attack [33]. In this section, an 218 

overview of the 3D-RBSM and ASR expansion model using the multi-aggregate model is 219 

presented. 220 

 221 

3.1 3D-Rigid Body Spring Model (3D-RBSM) 222 

The RBSM is a discrete model proposed by Kawai [28] and it is used for describing 223 

cracks. The RBSM is composed of rigid body elements with mechanical springs, which 224 

represent nonlinear constitutive laws of cementitious materials placed at the boundary surface 225 

between rigid body elements. The rigid body elements are discretized using random Voronoi 226 

particles to reduce element size dependency [34] as shown in Figure 1. A mesoscale material 227 

constitutive law corresponding to the element size is introduced to mechanical springs so that 228 
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macroscopic mechanical behaviors are reproduced where the mechanical springs are 229 

comprised of one normal spring and two shear springs arranged at integral points on the 230 

boundary surface. Figure 2 shows the tensile, compressive, and shear constitutive laws [8]. 231 

The strain of the normal spring is defined as a change in the distance between the center of 232 

gravity of adjacent elements with the normal spring behavior corresponding to this strain based 233 

on tensile and compressive constitutive laws. For the tensile constitutive law (Figure 2 (a)), the 234 

normal spring behaves linearly based on the elastic modulus E until reaching the tensile 235 

strength with tensile softening behavior defined by the quarter model. As per the compressive 236 

constitutive law shown in Figure 2 (b), the nonlinear behavior is described by a quadratic 237 

function so that material failure is attributed to only tensile or shear failure. The shear 238 

constitutive law shown in Figure 2 (c) is defined by the shear strain given by the two shear 239 

springs. The shear springs behave linearly based on their shear stiffness G until they reach 240 

their shear strength after which shear softening behavior is incorporated with the shear 241 

softening coefficient K until 0.1τf. The shear softening coefficient K is obtained by the product 242 

of the shear stiffness G and softening coefficient β. In addition, shear strength is applied by a 243 

Mohr–Coulomb type criterion to consider the stress dependency of the normal spring. The 244 

mesoscale parameters for the mesoscale constitutive law introduced to the normal and shear 245 

springs are listed in Table 1. Details on the model are provided in [8]. 246 

 247 

 248 
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Figure 1 Principle components of the 3D-RBSM: Voronoi elements and the normal and shear springs. 249 

 250 

               251 
(a) Tensile constitutive law       (b) Compressive constitutive law         (c) Shear constitutive law 252 

Figure 2 Mesoscale constitutive models for the normal and shear springs. 253 

 254 

Table 1 Mesoscale parameters for the mesoscale constitutive law for the normal and shear springs [8]. 255 

NORMAL SPRING 

Elastic 
modulus 

Tensile constitutive law Compressive constitutive law 

E (MPa) σt (MPa) gf (N/mm) f’c (MPa) εc1 εc2 αc1 αc2 

1.4 E* 0.8 ft* 0.5 Gf
* 1.5 f’c* 

−2σc 

/(E(1+αc1)) 
−0.015 0.15 0.25 

SHEAR SPRING 

Shear 
stiffness 

Mohr–Coulomb fracture criteria Softening coefficient 

η = G/E c (MPa) φ σb (MPa) β0 βmax Χ K 

0.35 0.14 f’c* 37 f’c* −0.05 −0.02 −0.01 −0.3 

* indicates macroscopic mechanical properties. 

 256 

3.2 Aggregate model 257 

In this study, two models are used for the aggregate as shown in Figure 3: single and 258 

the multi-aggregate models.  259 

3.2.1 Single aggregate model 260 

In the single aggregate model, one aggregate is arranged at the center of the analytical 261 

model. This model is used to determine the change in cracking behavior inside the aggregate 262 
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precisely because of the varying expansive site distributions in the aggregate. The concrete 263 

model comprises the aggregate particles and mortar surrounding the aggregates with the 264 

analytical model in this case being cubic with a size of 40 × 40 × 40 mm and a 20-mm diameter 265 

aggregate placed at the center of the model. The average aggregate element size was 1 mm 266 

and the maximum element size for the mortar was 2 mm. 267 

 268 

3.2.2 Multi-aggregate model 269 

The multi-aggregate model represents multiple aggregates randomly arranged in the 270 

analytical model. This model verifies the crack propagation between adjacent aggregates for 271 

varying expansive site distributions. The comparison between single and multi-aggregate 272 

models leads to important conclusions on the interest in precisely modeling the distribution of 273 

aggregates in concrete to improve the evaluation of ASR expansion and the resulting cracking 274 

pattern. The analytical model is a cube with a size of 80 × 80 × 80 mm and 30 aggregates, with 275 

diameters of 20 mm, placed randomly in the analytical model. The average element size of the 276 

aggregate was 1 mm and the maximum mortar element size was 4 mm. In particular, at least 277 

two mortar elements are placed between adjacent aggregates to model crack propagation 278 

accurately. 279 

 280 

3.2.3 Analysis with proposed models 281 

For two aggregate models, three types of analytical meshes are constructed to assess 282 

the variation in expansion behavior because of differences in the arrangement of aggregate 283 

and expansive sites. Material parameters for the aggregate phase, mortar phase, and ITZ 284 

between these two phases are drawn from the literature and are listed in Table 2.  285 
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 286 

            287 

                  (a) Single aggregate model                                  (b) Multi-aggregate model 288 

Figure 3 Aggregate models in the concrete. 289 

 290 

Table 2 Material properties for the mortar and aggregate. 291 

Scale Material fc' (MPa) E (GPa) ft (MPa) c (MPa) Gf (Nm) 

Macro 
Aggregate*1 100.0 50.0 11.00 - - 

Mortar*2 35.0 29.5 2.46 - 0.0559 

Meso 

Aggregate*3 150.0 70.0 8.80 14.0 0.0005*4 

Mortar*3 52.5 41.3 1.97 4.9 0.0280 

ITZ*5 26.25 20.65 0.98 2.45 0.0140 

*1 Material properties for aggregate were based on [5] and [26]. Fc’ for the aggregate was assumed as 100 MPa. 
*2 The compressive strength of the mortar was set to 35 MPa and the other material properties of the mortar were calculated 

based on the formulation from the JSCE [35]. 
*3 Mesoscale parameters are applied to calculate the mesoscale constitutive law based on [35] as listed in Table 1. 
*4 Fracture energy is unknown. In this analysis, it was applied using a small value as the aggregate cannot represent 

softening after cracking. 
*5 The properties of the ITZ are unknown. This analysis halved the mortar properties, similar to Wang’s approach in [26]. 

 292 

3.3 Expansion model 293 

Expansion models used in this analysis are the gel pocket model proposed by Dunant 294 

et al. [5] and the reaction rim model proposed by Ichikawa et al. [4]. Physicochemical 295 

mechanisms were not considered in this work with the locations of ASR gel expansion 296 

(expansive sites) corresponding to the reaction sites even after cracking. Thus, expansive sites 297 

are assumed equal to the initial reaction sites. 298 
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 299 

3.3.1 Gel pocket model 300 

For the gel pocket model, elements containing expansive sites are randomly selected in 301 

the aggregate elements assumed to be the microstructural origin of the expansion. Three 302 

expansive site ratios in the entire aggregate elements were studied to analyze the effect of the 303 

number of aggregate expansive sites on ASR expansion and the cracking mechanisms: 0.5%, 304 

1.0%, and 5.0%. In particular, the aggregate elements containing the expansive sites were 305 

randomly selected up to the corresponding volume percentages of all aggregate elements. 306 

Thus, the number of expansive sites was decided by the expansive site ratios and the 307 

distribution of the expansive sites. The analytical models for the single aggregate model for 308 

each expansive site ratio are shown in Figure 4. The expansive site distribution in an aggregate 309 

can be randomly arranged (Figure 4, where the visualized expansive site for 5% of the 310 

aggregate volume seems to be higher in the plane caused by the visualization problem). 311 

 312 

  313 

Figure 4 Single aggregate model for the gel pocket model. 314 

 315 

3.3.2 Reaction rim model 316 
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For the reaction rim model, the expansive sites are considered to form at the inner area 317 

of the reaction rim. The location of the expansion pressure inside the aggregate has not been 318 

clarified in the literature. Therefore, three types of expansion models were constructed, as 319 

shown in Figure 5.  320 

- Boundary model: The thin expansive sites are localized at the inner surface between the 321 

reaction rim and the center of the aggregate. 322 

- Layer model: The expansive sites are localized in a thick layer between the reaction rim 323 

and the center of the aggregate with a thickness of 2 mm. 324 

- Inner model: The expansive sites uniformly accumulate over the entire inner area of the 325 

reaction rim. 326 

The change in the elastic modulus caused by the densification of surface layers owing 327 

to rim formation and the change in the thickness of the reaction rim with time were not 328 

considered in this model. The thickness of the reaction rim was assumed to be 2 mm based on 329 

Ichikawa et al. [4], and it was maintained at 2 mm in all models in this study. Prior to the present 330 

study, it was confirmed with a sensitivity analysis that the effect of the thickness of the reaction 331 

rim has a slight effect on the crack pattern. 332 

 333 

  334 

(a) Aggregate model                   (b) Boundary model        (c) Layer model            (d) Inner model 335 
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Figure 5 Single aggregate model for the reaction rim model: (a) Aggregate model where the surface 336 
area is the 2-mm-thick reaction rim and the inner area has an expansibility with different expansive 337 
sites; (b) boundary model with thin expansive sites localized at the inner surface between the reaction 338 
rim and aggregate center; (c) layer model with expansive sites localized in a thick layer between the 339 
reaction rim and aggregate center with a thickness of 2 mm; and (d) inner model where expansion sites 340 
uniformly accumulate at the entire inner area of the reaction rim. 341 

 342 

3.3.3 Numerical description of the expansive site for the multi-aggregate model 343 

Figure 6 shows the analytical model of the multi-aggregate model for the gel pocket 344 

model and reaction rim model with the numerical description used to describe the expansive 345 

sites listed in Table 3. The arrangement of the aggregates used for the gel pocket model and 346 

the boundary model of the reaction rim model were the same, whereas the arrangement for 347 

the layer and inner models varied from those of the other models. This is because the layer 348 

and inner models required a spherical volumetric element arrangement in the aggregate. 349 

However, it was confirmed that the influence of different aggregate locations in the analytical 350 

model on the expansion behavior is negligible for the multi-aggregate model.  351 

Regarding the gel pocket model, the expansive site ratio of the aggregate is the same 352 

as that of the single aggregate model. Then, to assess the expansive site distribution of the gel 353 

pocket model quantitatively, the average volume corresponding to the expansive site and the 354 

average spacing between adjacent expansive sites were calculated as listed in Table 3. The 355 

average volume corresponding to the expansive site was derived from the aggregate volume 356 

divided by the expansive site element number. For spheres centered on one element of the 357 

expansive site with diameters equal to the distance to the closest “expansive site”, the mean 358 

sphere diameter was calculated as the average diameter for all expansive sites, thereby giving 359 

the average spacing between adjacent expansive sites. According to the expansive site 360 

distribution, the average spacing between adjacent expansive sites for expansive site ratios of 361 
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0.5, 1.0, and 5.0% are 6.44 mm, 5.22 mm, and 3.12 mm, respectively. Table 3 summarizes the 362 

details on how the expansive sites are densely distributed in the aggregate. However, these 363 

values are only averages, and they are one of the indices to represent the expansive site 364 

distribution.  365 

For the reaction rim model, the expansive site volume ratios of the aggregate for the 366 

layer and inner models are 42.17% and 43.56 %, respectively, while the boundary model has 367 

no expansive site volume as the expansive site is applied to the boundary surface. These high 368 

values of expansive sites are imposed by the geometry of the rim (radius and thickness). In 369 

comparison to the gel pocket model, the ratios of the expansive site for the aggregate for the 370 

layer and inner models are considerably higher than that of the gel pocket model (between 371 

0.5% and 5.0%). The consequences of the difference in terms of macroscopic expansion and 372 

cracking are discussed in Section 4.2.2. 373 

For both expansion models, an expansion strain of 100 µm/m was constantly applied to 374 

the normal spring of the expansive site as imposed strains (so-called initial strain in the field of 375 

computational dynamics), and it was applied to the single aggregate model. This analytical 376 

method for applying the expansion strain is similar to that reported by Wang et al. [26]. As the 377 

expansion rate is equal, earlier expansion results for models with the greatest expansive site 378 

volume. The viscoelastic behavior of ASR gel will be modeled in future research. 379 

 380 

 381 
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(a) 0.5%                           (b) 1.0%                            (d) 5.0%                  (d) Reaction rim model 382 

Figure 6 Multi-aggregate model for the gel pocket model and reaction rim model; (a), (b), and (c) are 383 
the gel pocket model for each expansive site ratio, and (d) is the reaction rim model (three assumptions 384 
for the expansive site inside the aggregate as described in Figure 5 are analyzed for the multi-aggregate 385 
model). 386 

 387 
Table 3 Expansive site details for the multi-aggregate model. 388 

Expansion model 
Gel pocket model Reaction rim model 

0.5% 1.0% 5.0% Boundary Layer Inner 

Total element number 18,064 18,075 18,130 

Total volume (mm3) 512,000 

Aggregate element number 9,559 9,530 9,598 

Aggregate Volume (mm3) 127,768 127,761 127,758 

Expansive site element number 52 98 457 - 3,030 3,486 

Expansive site volume (mm3) 709 1,320 5,995 - 53,872 55,653 

Vol.% in aggregate 0.56 1.03 4.69 - 42.17 43.56 

Average volume of expansive site *1 
(mm3) 

2,457.1 1,303.8 279.6 - - - 

Average spacing of adjacent 
expansive site *2 (mm) 

6.44 5.22 3.12 - - - 

*1: Average volume of the origin of expansion = aggregate volume / expansive site element number. 

*2: Average spacing of adjacent expansive sites is the sphere diameter calculated by average volume of the expansive site. 

 389 

3.4 Definition of macroscopic expansion strain 390 

In this analysis, the macroscopic expansions in the x-, y-, and z-directions were defined 391 

as shown in Figure 7. The macroscopic expansion is the concrete strain, which is the 392 

consequence of the cumulative strain applied to the reactive sites. Macroscopic expansion is 393 

determined by the model. Four gauge points were placed at four surfaces in the x- and z-394 

directions, and each gauge point was placed at the element where these elements were 10 395 

mm from the nearest vertex of the surface; the gauge lengths were approximately 20 mm. Two 396 

lateral macroscopic expansions in the y-direction and two transversal macroscopic expansions 397 

in the x- and z-directions were defined from the four gauge points of each surface. Therefore, 398 

there are eight lateral macroscopic expansions and four transversal macroscopic expansions 399 
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in the x- and z-directions. Thus, the average strain in each direction, lateral macroscopic 400 

expansion in the y-direction, and transversal macroscopic expansion in the x- and z-directions 401 

can be obtained. The volumetric strain was defined as the summation of the lateral and two 402 

transversal macroscopic expansions.  403 

 404 

 405 

Figure 7 Definition of macroscopic expansion. 406 

 407 

4. Numerical Simulations and Results 408 

4.1 Analytical results for the single aggregate model 409 

The change in expansion behavior caused by the different distributions of the expansive 410 

site based on the gel pocket and reaction rim models was first verified with the single aggregate 411 

model. The process of expansion crack propagation is discussed according to the expansion 412 

evolution, deformation, crack distribution, horizontal tensile and vertical compressive stress 413 

distributions at the center of the cross-sectional area, which are shown in Figures 8–13. In 414 

these figures, the expansion process is indicated by the cumulative applied strain of the 415 

expansive sites. The cumulative applied strain is calculated by accumulating the applied strain 416 

at one expansive site for each step. For instance, after one-hundred calculation steps, the 417 
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resulting cumulative applied strain is 1.0 % when the applied strain is 100 µm/m (0.01%) for 418 

every step.  419 

 420 

4.1.1 Gel pocket model 421 

The expansion evolution until the volumetric strain is reached is approximately 0.5% as 422 

shown in Figure 8. The cumulative applied strain in the expansive site necessary to reach 0.5% 423 

of volumetric expansion in the concrete decreases as the ratio of the expansive site increases 424 

(i.e., the cumulative applied strain has to be lower as the expansive site is greater). The 425 

expansion in the three coordinate directions demonstrates high anisotropy according to the 426 

expansive site distribution; this expansion occurs in one direction and the expansion in the two 427 

other directions is close to zero. Thus, the crack propagated in only one direction (Figure 9). 428 

This leads to high scattering in the results for directional expansions according to expansive 429 

site distribution, while the volumetric strain has only small differences. Therefore, the 430 

macroscopic expansion change is considerably constant and the only weakly dependent on 431 

the direction of the expansion crack propagation. The macroscopic expansion in the three 432 

directions varied widely as a result of the variation in crack propagation direction because of 433 

the analytical mesh and arrangement of the expansive sites. In the case of the single aggregate 434 

model used for the gel pocket model, once one crack is initiated in one direction, the increase 435 

in cumulative applied strain leads to this crack opening without the initiation of new cracks in 436 

the other directions.  437 

This has already been observed for macro-modeling when perfect plasticity is used to 438 

represent ASR expansion. In the case of macro-modeling, this phenomenon has been solved 439 

by the addition of a hardening behavior to plasticity induced by ASR expansion [36]. With a 440 
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hardening law, the ASR expansion is isotropic under stress-free conditions [37]. 441 

 442 

 443 

(a) 0.5%                                             (b) 1.0%                                             (c) 5.0% 444 

Figure 8 Concrete expansion evolution with cumulative applied strain of the expansive sites for the gel 445 
pocket model for the single aggregate model until a volumetric strain of approximately 0.5% is reached. 446 
The error bars are calculated from the three different analytical meshes. 447 

 448 

 449 

(a) 0.5%                                             (b) 1.0%                                             (c) 5.0% 450 

Figure 9 Deformation of the gel pocket model for the single aggregate model when the volumetric strain 451 
reaches approximately 0.5% (magnification is ten times). 452 

 453 

Figure 10 presents the crack distribution and horizontal tensile and vertical compressive 454 

stresses at the center of the cross-sectional area. Four stages were extracted for the analysis: 455 

before cracking, at the generation of crack, after crack propagation, and at approximately 0.5% 456 

of the volumetric strain. According to the crack distribution, when the expansive site ratio is 457 

lower than 1%, first, cracks are generated inside the aggregate, and subsequently, the cracks 458 
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propagate from the mortar to the aggregate. In the case of an expansive site ratio of 5%, the 459 

cracks inside the aggregate are finer and fewer, and crack propagation from the mortar to the 460 

aggregate occurs at almost the same time. Compressive stresses are generated locally in the 461 

expansive sites and they reduce slightly with crack propagation. Before cracking, the unstable 462 

stress balance causes localized tensile stress and leads to crack initiation. After cracking, crack 463 

propagation is influenced by tensile stress as the orientation of cracking is already determined 464 

at the time of initiation. In addition, after cracking, the stresses gradually release, thereby 465 

corresponding to crack development. Thus, the compressive stress cannot accumulate up to a 466 

higher stress level and affect crack propagation. Tensile stresses are generated close to the 467 

expansive site before cracking, and they gradually release as the cracks propagate inside the 468 

aggregate and from the mortar to the aggregate. In the case of an expansive site ratio of 5.0%, 469 

there are many expansive sites in the aggregate. Compressive stresses in the aggregate 470 

appear and increase because of confinement by the cement paste unless local compression 471 

failure occurs. During this stress state in the aggregate, the tensile stresses transfer from the 472 

aggregate to the mortar, and the tensile stresses at the outer surface reach the tensile strength. 473 

Thus, aggregate cracking and cracks propagating from the mortar to the aggregate occur 474 

almost simultaneously. 475 

The mechanism behind the unexpected cracking process from the mortar to the 476 

aggregate is discussed as follows. First, compressive stresses generated at the expansive 477 

sites as the surrounding “nonreactive” aggregate phases inhibit the deformation because of 478 

expansion. Simultaneously, tensile stresses are generated at the surrounding aggregate 479 

phases corresponding to the generation of compressive stresses, and the internal stresses 480 

then become balanced. Further, as the compressive stresses in the expansive sites develop, 481 
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the surrounding tensile stresses develop and gradually transfer to the external surface. 482 

Because of the effect of three-dimensional internal constraints at the inner area, the tensile 483 

stresses are difficult to develop though small amounts of damage could be generated. The 484 

tensile stresses outside the mortar phase can increase up to the tensile strength as the effect 485 

of the internal constraint is smaller or almost zero at the outer surface of the mortar phase as 486 

compared to the inner surface. This is why cracks propagating from the mortar to the aggregate 487 

can appear, and it should be noted that this crack observed in the single aggregate model is 488 

an evident result from the analytical approach. Considering the actual heterogeneity of the 489 

aggregate and its shape, stress concentrations could be generated inside the real aggregate. 490 

These stress concentrations could manifest as cracks because they promoted the localization 491 

of the aggregate cracking and inhibited the uniform tensile stress transfer. Thus, the crack 492 

propagating from the mortar to the aggregate—as obtained by the numerical approach—can 493 

be explained by the internal constraint effect. 494 

Numerical results using the gel pocket model confirmed that the crack pattern has sharp 495 

cracks [11] and crack distributions when the expansive site ratio is lower than 1.0% are similar 496 

to those of Dunant [5].  497 

  498 
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Figure 10 Crack distribution and horizontal tensile and vertical compressive stresses at the center of 499 
the cross-sectional area of the gel pocket model for the single aggregate model (magnification of the 500 
deformation is ten times). The black broken line indicates the boundary surface of the aggregate. The 501 
four cumulative applied strain stages represent results before cracking, at the generation of cracking, 502 
after crack propagation, and after the volumetric strain reaches 0.5%. 503 

 504 

4.1.2 Reaction rim model 505 

The analytical results for the reaction rim model are shown in Figures 11–13. The 506 

expansion evolution until the volumetric strain is approximately 0.5% is shown in Figure 11. 507 

First, the effect of the assumption of the location of the pressure (boundary, layer, and inner 508 

model) is discussed. The boundary model requires a higher cumulative applied strain to reach 509 

0.5% of the volumetric strain, while the cumulative applied strains of the layer and inner models 510 

are equal. The variation of the expansion in the three directions and volumetric strain for all 511 

cases are similar to the gel pocket model. This is because the expansion cracks propagate in 512 

one direction for the single aggregate model as shown in Figure 12. 513 

 514 

 515 

(a) Boundary model                           (b) Layer model                              (c) Inner model 516 

Figure 11 Concrete expansion evolution versus cumulative applied strain of expansive sites for the 517 
reaction rim model for the single aggregate model up to a volumetric strain of approximately 0.5%. The 518 
error bars are calculated from three different analytical meshes. 519 

 520 
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 521 

(a) Boundary model                            (b) Layer model                                   (c) Inner model 522 

Figure 12 Deformation for the reaction rim model for the single aggregate model when the volumetric 523 
strain reaches approximately 0.5% (magnification is ten times). 524 

 525 

Figure 13 presents the crack distribution and tensile and compressive stresses at the 526 

center of the cross-sectional area. In terms of the crack distribution inside the aggregate, cracks 527 

are initiated in the aggregate along the surface for the boundary and layer models (ortho-radial 528 

cracks in the aggregate), while the circumferential cracks in the aggregate cannot be observed 529 

for the inner model before high expansion levels. Because the cumulative applied strain 530 

increases, cracks passing through the aggregate are generated for the boundary model and 531 

finer cracks are generated in expansive sites for the layer model with finer cracks distributed 532 

throughout the aggregate area. In addition, cracks that propagate from the mortar to the 533 

aggregate can be observed for all cases. The mechanism for the progress of these cracks is 534 

the same as the gel pocket model described in Section 4.1.1. In terms of stress distribution, 535 

the characteristic distribution caused by different expansive sites can be observed before 536 

cracking. For the boundary and inner models, tensile stress is generated at the expansive sites 537 

and propagates to the mortar, whereas compressive stress accumulates at the inner area of 538 

the reaction rim. For the layer model, considerable levels of tensile stress are generated in the 539 

inner area of the expansive layer. Further, tensile stress propagates outside the expansive 540 

layer, whereas compressive stress is generated at the expansive layer. Therefore, the stress 541 
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state inside the aggregate before cracking can be changed because of different expansive sites. 542 

This unique stress distribution will be vital in comprehending the origin of the expansion 543 

pressure. With the accompanying crack development, the tensile and compressive stresses 544 

are gradually released. The expansion crack propagation in only one direction is because of 545 

the stress release corresponding to cracking. 546 

Based on the analytical results of the reaction rim model, it can be confirmed that onion 547 

skin cracking [11] appears with the boundary and layer models. For the boundary model, the 548 

cracks passing through the aggregate appear when the volumetric strain reaches 0.5%. 549 

 550 

 551 

Figure 13 Crack distribution and tensile and compressive stresses at the center of the cross-sectional 552 
area of the reaction rim model for the single aggregate model (magnification of deformation is ten times). 553 
The black broken line indicates the boundary surface of the aggregate. The four cumulative applied 554 
strain stages represent results before cracking, at the generation of cracking, after crack propagation, 555 
and after volumetric strain reaches approximately 0.5%. 556 

 557 

4.2 Analytical results of the multi-aggregate model 558 

4.2.1 Comparison between the single aggregate and multi-aggregate models 559 

The differences in volumetric evolution and crack distribution obtained with the single 560 
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aggregate and multi-aggregate models are compared based on the expansion level, 561 

deformation, and crack distributions at the center of their cross-sectional areas. 562 

For the volumetric strain (Figure 14 (a)), expansions obtained with the gel pocket model 563 

for the multi-aggregate model are greater than those obtained with the single aggregate model. 564 

The difference between single and multi-aggregate models decreases with the increasing 565 

expansive site ratio. For a reaction rim model (Figure 14 (b)), the volumetric strain of the 566 

boundary model for the multi-aggregate model is greater than the expansion of the single 567 

aggregate model, whereas the volumetric strains of the other models are not affected by the 568 

number of reactive aggregates. 569 

                 570 

(a) Gel pocket model                                               (b) Reaction rim model 571 

Figure 14 Comparison of volumetric strain evolution between the single aggregate and multi-aggregate 572 
models for both expansion models. 573 

 574 

According to the surface crack distribution (Figures 9, 12, and 15), the superficial cracks 575 

of the multi-aggregate model are distributed in all directions, whereas the single aggregate 576 

model predicts cracks orientated in a single direction; this is because multiple aggregates are 577 

randomly arranged in space. The number of surface cracks in the gel pocket model increases 578 

with increasing expansive site ratio, while that of the reaction rim model is unaffected by the 579 
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difference in the expansive site ratio. The explanation for the difference between the single and 580 

multi-aggregate models is more pronounced for the gel pocket model as follows. The number 581 

of cracks is reduced when the expansive site ratio is smaller as the expansive sites are more 582 

localized. In the multi-aggregate model, cracks connected to adjacent aggregates can be 583 

observed. These cracks are generated because of the interaction of stresses between adjacent 584 

aggregates. Considering these features, the contribution of the cracks connecting adjacent 585 

aggregates becomes more pronounced when the expansive site ratio is less. 586 

 587 

588 

 589 

Figure 15 Deformation of the multi-aggregate model when the volumetric strain reaches approximately 590 
0.5% (magnification is five times). 591 

 592 

In addition, with respect to the crack distribution at the center of the cross-sectional area 593 

(Figures 10, 13, and 16), the expansion cracks inside the aggregate for the multi-aggregate 594 
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model developed in the same manner as the single aggregate model. However, cracks 595 

propagated between adjacent aggregates for the multi-aggregate model, whereas cracks 596 

propagating from the mortar to the aggregate are observed for the single aggregate model. 597 

According to the tensile and compressive stress distributions at the center of the cross-598 

sectional area (Figures 10, 13, and 16), the stress distribution is influenced by multiple 599 

aggregates. Before cracking, the compressive stress distributions for all expansion models are 600 

similar to those of the single aggregate model. The tensile stress is dispersed and propagates 601 

in the mortar phase for the gel pocket model, whereas it propagates between adjacent 602 

aggregates to become connected in the reaction rim model. This is caused by the random 603 

arrangement of multiple aggregates. In particular, stresses decrease gradually, thereby 604 

corresponding to the development of cracks between aggregates. 605 

 606 

 607 

(a) Gel pocket model 608 
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 609 

(b) Reaction rim model 610 

Figure 16 Crack distribution, and tensile and compressive stress distributions at the center of the cross-611 
sectional area of the multi-aggregate model (magnification of deformation is ten times). The black 612 
broken line indicates the boundary surface of the aggregate. The four cumulative applied strain stages 613 
represent results before cracking, at the generation of cracking, after crack propagation, and after 614 
volumetric strain reaches approximately 0.5%. 615 

 616 

Based on these analytical results, the volumetric strain developed because it was 617 

influenced only by the small expansive site ratio and the boundary model, which might be 618 

attributable to the occurrence of cracks between aggregates. The small expansive site ratio in 619 

the gel pocket and boundary models are likely to generate fewer cracks. Therefore, the effect 620 

of the occurrence of cracks between aggregates on volumetric strain development increases. 621 

From the comparison between the single and multi-aggregate models, it can be observed that 622 

for the multi-aggregate model, the cracks between adjacent aggregates can be generated and 623 

accompanied by cracks inside the aggregates. These cracks would accelerate volumetric strain 624 

development even if the expansive sites are identical. Thus, for the single aggregate model, 625 

cracks propagating from the mortar to the aggregate can appear as the stress transfers from 626 

the expansive site is not inhibited. For the multi-aggregate model, the stress is nonuniformly 627 

distributed because of adjacent aggregates and the cracks connecting them. Furthermore, 628 
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crack propagation from the expansive site in the aggregates into the mortar tends to be arrested 629 

by adjacent aggregates. Because of this interference of adjacent aggregates, the crack 630 

orientation changes and the macroscopic expansion becomes isotropic. 631 

 632 

4.2.2 Effect of the distribution of the expansive sites within the aggregate on expansion 633 

The effect of the distribution of the expansive sites within the aggregate on the 634 

expansion behaviors is discussed based on the analytical results of the expansion evolution 635 

and crack volume (Figures 17–20). The expansion evolution (Figures 17 and 18) clearly 636 

indicates that the scattering of the expansion results obtained by the multi-aggregate model is 637 

less than that obtained by the single aggregate model. In the case of the gel pocket model, the 638 

range of the variation of expansion ranges from 0.15% to 0.20% at the maximum cumulative 639 

applied strain and the expansions in all directions change in the same manner; however, for 640 

the reaction rim model, the variation of expansion is very small and within 0.10%. Figures 17 641 

and 18 highlight the difference in the expansions obtained by the different models as the ratio 642 

of expansive sites is higher in the layer and inner models, and the applied strains have to be 643 

smaller to obtain the same macroscopic expansion. This study focuses on the mechanical 644 

aspects, and all expansive sites are supposed to be exerted on by the same expansion. In 645 

reality, the volume of expansive sites leading to the expansion depends on chemical conditions 646 

(alkali, water, calcium, etc.) and a large quantity of reactive silica cannot alone lead to a large 647 

expansion. The consequences of reactant supply to reactive silica should be considered in 648 

future research to obtain a comparable volume of expansive sites. In the following discussion, 649 

a comparison with literature is presented based on the cracking observations obtained for a 650 

particular level of macroscopic expansion; however, the volume of expansive sites necessary 651 
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to obtain the level of expansion is not considered in the comparison. 652 

 653 

 654 
(a) 0.5%                                             (b) 1.0%                                             (c) 5.0% 655 

Figure 17 Concrete expansion evolution with cumulative applied strain of expansive sites for the gel 656 
pocket model in the case of the multi-aggregate model. The error bars are calculated from three different 657 
analytical meshes. 658 

 659 

(a) Boundary model                            (b) Layer model                                   (c) Inner model 660 

Figure 18 Concrete expansion evolution with the cumulative applied strain of expansive sites for the 661 
reaction rim model in the case of the multi-aggregate model. The error bars are calculated from three 662 
different analytical meshes. 663 

 664 

Further, it is possible to deduce the volume of the cracks with different opening widths 665 

for the two expansion models. Figures 19 and 20 show crack volume development with the 666 

cumulative applied strain for the gel pocket and reaction rim models, respectively. The opening 667 

of most cracks lies between 5 and 50 µm for the two expansion models. The gel pocket model 668 

had some cracks with openings between 50 and 100 µm and some cracks with openings 669 
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greater than 100 µm; such cracks are scarce for the numerical results obtained with the reaction 670 

rim model. The scatter of the crack volume results for all cases is remarkably lower than the 671 

variation in the macroscopic expansion, which suggests that the crack volume is independent 672 

of the arrangement of aggregates even for varying crack distribution. This leads to scattered 673 

expansion caused by the distribution of the expansive sites within the aggregate. Therefore, 674 

the expansion is almost isotropic and slightly anisotropic for the reaction rim and gel pocket 675 

models, respectively. In particular, the variation of expansion for the reaction rim model is less; 676 

the variation in the crack volume is very small because of the uniformly distributed expansive 677 

sites inside the aggregate. In the multi-aggregate model, cracks induced by the ASR can be 678 

arrested by the presence of other aggregates, and it cannot propagate freely in one direction, 679 

which is similar to a single aggregate model. Once crack propagation is prevented by adjacent 680 

aggregates, new cracks can propagate in other directions, thereby leading to cracks in all 681 

directions (Figure 15) and to expansions that are almost isotropic (Figures 17 and 18), in 682 

contrast to results obtained with a single aggregate model. This is a key conclusion and shows 683 

the importance of modeling the distribution of the aggregate in concrete to capture the ASR 684 

mechanisms at the mesoscale. 685 

 686 
(a) 0.5%                                             (b) 1.0%                                             (c) 5.0% 687 

Figure 19 Crack volume development of the gel pocket model in the case of the multi-aggregate 688 
model when the expansion strain reaches approximately 0.5%. The objective crack width is 0.005–689 
0.05, 0.05–0.10, 0.10–0.20, and larger than 0.20 mm. 690 
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 691 

(a) Boundary model                            (b) Layer model                                   (c) Inner model 692 

Figure 20 Crack volume development of the reaction rim model in the case of the multi-aggregate 693 
model when the expansion strain reaches approximately 0.5%. The objective crack width is 0.005–694 
0.05, 0.05–0.10, 0.10–0.20, and larger than 0.20 mm. 695 

 696 

5. Discussion 697 

5.1 Synthesis of numerical results 698 

In this analysis, the change in the expansion cracking process caused by different 699 

expansive sites inside the aggregate based on the gel pocket and reaction rim models was 700 

evaluated via mesoscale discrete modeling from a mechanical standpoint and neglecting time-701 

dependent behavior. In the gel pocket model proposed by Dunant and Scrivener [5], the 702 

expansive site was randomly arranged inside the aggregate with different expansive site ratios 703 

(Figure 4). In the reaction rim model proposed by Ichikawa et al. [4], three expansion models 704 

were constructed assuming that expansion pressure was generated inside the reaction rim 705 

produced at the inner surface of the aggregate (Figure 5). These expansion models 706 

represented two expansion cases. According to the analytical results obtained with the multi-707 

aggregate model, the cracks inside the aggregate developed and propagated between 708 

adjacent aggregates in the gel pocket model, and the cracks inside the aggregate became 709 

pronounced when the ratio increased. For the boundary model of the reaction rim model, the 710 

cracks propagated along the interface of the aggregate, and the cracks passing through the 711 
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aggregate were generated as the expansion progressed. Further, in the layer and inner models 712 

of the reaction rim model, many cracks appeared in the inner area of the reaction rim. 713 

Furthermore, cracks were generated between adjacent aggregates in the multi-aggregate 714 

model for both expansion models. 715 

 716 

5.2 Comparison with experimental observations 717 

The expansion cracking patterns based on the macroscopic expansion calculated by 718 

this analysis are compared with experimental observations. The analytical results of the crack 719 

propagation process were compared to Sanchez et al.’s model [11]. Sanchez et al. proposed 720 

a qualitative AAR damage model to describe the propagation process of sharp and onion skin 721 

cracks inside aggregates at several stages of macroscopic expansion (0.05, 0.12, 0.20, and 722 

0.30%). There are two problems when comparing their observations and the analytical results: 723 

the definitions of crack width and expansion. 724 

The problem with defining the crack width is determining what part of cracks obtained 725 

by modeling can be observed experimentally. In general, the minimum visible crack width 726 

observable by the naked eye is considered approximately 0.05 mm. In this work, Sanchez et 727 

al. used stereomicroscopy, and therefore, the minimum crack width should be smaller than 728 

0.05 mm. For comparison, the authors investigated the change in the numerical crack 729 

development process caused by the difference in the observable minimum crack width (Figure 730 

21). The minimum crack width captured by the damage rating index (DRI) using 731 

stereomicroscopy in Sanchez et al.’s work (the magnification of the microscope was 15 times) 732 

was assumed to be between 0.003 and 0.005 mm (from a rough evaluation of 0.05 mm / 15 733 

and personal communication with Prof. Fournier). The parametric analysis was thus performed 734 
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with three minimum crack widths (0.005, 0.020, and 0.050 mm). The results of this analysis are 735 

shown in Figure 21, where the impact of the minimum crack width on the observations is clearly 736 

highlighted. Even though it is difficult to define the minimum crack width, the crack development 737 

process from the aggregate to the mortar phase is more precise for a smaller minimum crack 738 

width. In this study, the minimum crack width was selected to be equal to 0.02 mm, which 739 

seems to be an appropriate intermediate value. The following comparison with the 740 

experimental observation performed by Sanchez et al. is based on this assumption. The 741 

accuracy of the exact crack width is an important parameter to confirm the reasonability of the 742 

proposed model. The validation of the minimal crack width needs to be conducted in future 743 

research. 744 

 745 
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 746 

Figure 21 Verification of the effect of minimum crack width on the expansion crack propagation process 747 
of the multi-aggregate model with Sanchez et al.’s model. For this model, the red and blue lines 748 
represent “sharp cracks” and “onion skin cracks”, respectively.  749 

 750 

In terms of expansion, the expansion reported in [11] was measured in the longitudinal 751 
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direction of the cylindrical specimen. The ASR expansions measured in specimens can have 752 

anisotropy based on the casting direction. For cylindrical and prismatic specimens, the 753 

anisotropy is approximately 1.5–2.8 and 1.0–2.5 for cylindrical [38, 39] and prismatic 754 

specimens [38, 40], respectively. These varied results can be attributed to the spatial 755 

localization of the aggregates that are greatly influenced by the casting procedures; thus, the 756 

anisotropy varies with the shape of the specimens. Owing to this anisotropy, the volumetric 757 

strain of the cylindrical specimen is smaller than that of isotropic materials (three times the 758 

longitudinal expansion). Thus, the following two assumptions were considered for the definition 759 

of expansion: 760 

- The expansion is isotropic in [11]: The volumetric expansion is equal to three times the 761 

longitudinal expansion. 762 

- The expansion is anisotropic in the experimental work: The volumetric expansion is 763 

assumed to be equal to twice the longitudinal expansion (corresponding to an anisotropy 764 

of approximately 2 between the longitudinal and transversal expansions). 765 

Figure 22 presents the corresponding crack propagation process inside the aggregate 766 

based on Sanchez et al.’s model and the analytical results of the gel pocket and reaction rim 767 

models. The expansive site ratio is 0.5% for the gel pocket model, and the expansive site for 768 

the reaction rim model is based on the boundary model. From the two assumptions above, the 769 

corresponding cumulative applied strain to the macroscopic expansion of Sanchez et al.’s 770 

model is different. Thus, the corresponding cumulative applied strain decreases as the 771 

anisotropy increases. The target expansion is calculated by the expansion of the isotropic 772 

expansion multiplied by the anisotropy, and it is consistent with the longitudinal expansion of 773 

the cylindrical specimen. 774 
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 775 

 776 

Figure 22 Validation of the expansion crack propagation process of the multi-aggregate model with 777 
Sanchez et al.’s model (minimum crack width: 0.020 mm). For an anisotropy of 1.0, the expansion strain 778 
of this model was calculated by the average expansion strain in the three directions. For an anisotropy 779 
of 2.0, the expansion strain of the Sanchez et al.’s model was calculated by twice the average expansion 780 
strain in the three directions. 781 

 782 

In the case of the gel pocket model, the crack pattern corresponds to sharp cracking, 783 

whereas for the boundary model, the crack pattern corresponds to onion skin cracking. In the 784 
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two cases, the crack process for an anisotropy of 1.0 is overestimated, while the crack process 785 

is close to Sanchez et al.’s model for an assumed anisotropy of 2.0. Thus, the crack pattern is 786 

changed because of the different expansive sites, and the crack process is consistent with 787 

experimental observations. This suggests that sharp and onion skin cracks can be explained 788 

by gel pocket and reaction rim models on the basis of mechanics. The gel pocket model can 789 

reproduce sharp cracks, and the reaction rim model can completely reproduce onion skin 790 

cracks with some rare sharp cracks. 791 

 792 

5.3 New insight on the mechanisms of microscopic ASR cracking 793 

5.3.1 Microscopic observations in the literature 794 

In actual ASR expansion, various factors related to the ASR gel production process and 795 

expansion manifestation process can impact the crack pattern. In the ASR gel production 796 

process, the production area and physical properties of ASR gel can be changed by alkali metal 797 

ion diffusion, reactions between alkali and calcium, and the distribution of the reactive silica 798 

inside the aggregates such as in veins and porous areas. With respect to the expansion 799 

manifestation process, the origin of expansion and the propagation direction of the expansion 800 

cracks can be influenced by the existence of defects inside the aggregate and their shape and 801 

distribution, reaction rim formation, bond between aggregate and cement paste/mortar, 802 

constraints applied, and aggregate shape and size distribution. Among them, the factors of 803 

influence related to the inherent characteristics of the aggregate can be the diffusion properties, 804 

distribution of the reactive silica inside aggregates, and defects inside the aggregates. 805 

From these features of aggregates, the relationships between rock types and crack 806 

patterns from previous studies are summarized in Table 4. The overall target investigations 807 
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were 13 studies from various countries (Ben Haha et al. [6], Leemann et al. [41, 42], Chappex 808 

et al. [43], Fernandes [44], Bektas et al. [45], Ponce et al. [7], Sanchez et al. [11], Durand et al. 809 

[46], Shayan et al. [47], Katayama [48], Ichikawa et al. [4], Kawabata et al. [9]). Only data with 810 

corresponding relationships between the type of rock and crack pattern inside the aggregate 811 

that can be understood were extracted. In Table 4, the classification of rock type is indicated 812 

by small and large classifications obtained from the British Geological Survey [49–51]. The 813 

large rocks are classified into sedimentary, metamorphic, and volcanic rocks. Each rock type 814 

was further classified into three to five small classifications in this survey. Table 4 indicates that 815 

a sharp crack was confirmed for all rock types, and an onion skin crack was observed for a 816 

portion of the rocks. For example, sandstone and argillaceous rock (sedimentary rock) are 817 

composed of consolidated sand or silt/clay [49]. They potentially possess mechanically 818 

weakened areas, veins, and porous areas. In addition, schist (metamorphic rock) possesses 819 

foliated structures [50] and cracks easily along the weakened areas. These heterogeneous 820 

rocks can tend to have an easier occurrence of sharp cracks. Alternatively, relatively 821 

homogeneous rocks with less inherent defects can tend to have onion skin cracks such as 822 

andesite because the diffusion of alkali metal ions is dominant. Note that sharp cracks have 823 

been observed in rocks with fewer defects. For instance, chert is a nonclastic siliceous 824 

sedimentary rock with low porosity [49] and induces both crack patterns. 825 

 826 

  827 
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Table 4 Relationships between type of rock and crack pattern from previous investigations. 828 

Small 

classification 

Experimental observations 

[6] [41,42] [43] [44] [45] [7] [11] [46] [48] [4] [9] Remarks 

Large classification: Sedimentary rock 

Limestone  S     S&O S S   
Predominantly contains CaCO3 (pp.8–
10 [49]) 

Sandstone      S S  S&O   
Grain size: More than 32 µm (p.7 [49]) 
 

Argillaceous 
rock 

      S  S&O   
Grain size: Less than 32 µm (p.7 [49]) 
 

Chert     S&O  S&O  S&O   
Nonclastic siliceous sedimentary rock 
with less porosity (pp. 21–22 [49]) 

Shale         S   
Contains organic carbon (p.16 [49]) 
 

Large classification: Metamorphic rock 

Quartzite  S  S     S   
SiO2: more than 80% (p.4 [50]) 
 

Gneiss   
S 

  S&O S&O     
Heterogeneous material (p.5 [50]) 
 

Schist S    S   S   
Strongly foliated rock (p.5 [50]) 
 

Mylonite       S&O     
Foliated cohesive rock (p.8 [50]) 
 

Large classification: Volcanic rock 

Andesite       

S&O 

 S&O S&O S&O 
SiO2: more than 52% (p.13 [51]) 
 

Rhyolite        S   
SiO2: 48 - 52% (p.14 [51]) 
 

Granite    S  S     
Quartz + Alkali feldspar (p.35 [51]) 
 

Note that “S”: sharp crack, “O”: onion skin crack, “S&O”: sharp and onion skin cracks as observed in SEM images. 

 829 

 830 
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5.3.2 Insight from numerical mesoscale modeling 831 

The analytical results obtained in this study suggest the possibility that sharp cracks 832 

occur after the generation of onion skin cracks in the boundary model of the reaction rim model. 833 

Therefore, sharp cracks can appear because of not only a defect or localized gel pockets, but 834 

also the location of the expansive site. The crack pattern can be changed by the aggregate 835 

shape and constraint condition because of the outer cement paste/mortar. Therefore, care 836 

must be taken to ensure that the crack pattern cannot be simply classified by the rock type; it 837 

is possible that all rocks would induce both sharp cracks and onion skin cracks. The observed 838 

crack pattern depends on which cracking mechanism occurs first. The factors of influence 839 

include the texture of the aggregate, distribution of the reactive silica, existence of defects, 840 

location of the reaction rim, aggregate shape and size distribution, and surrounding condition 841 

of the aggregate. Thus, the expansion crack induced by the ASR is changed by inherent and 842 

external factors. From previous investigations, the crack pattern can be classified into sharp or 843 

onion skin cracks [11]. In this study, it was suggested that the mechanism of the formation of 844 

the two crack patterns can be explained by the spatial location of the reactive sites in the 845 

aggregate as the origins of the expansion based on the gel pocket and reaction rim models. 846 

The gel pocket model can explain the mechanism of the sharp crack formation commonly 847 

observed for heterogeneous aggregates. The reaction rim model shows onion skin cracks, 848 

which can be observed in the homogeneous aggregate and sometimes leads to rare sharp 849 

cracks. These expansion models provide the mechanisms for varying crack patterns depending 850 

on the characteristics of the aggregate. 851 

- For homogeneous aggregates (highly reactive aggregates such as glassy andesite), the 852 

reaction rim model provides a correct description of the aggregate attack. The ASR leads 853 
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to circumferential onion skin cracking with some sharp cracks. 854 

- For heterogeneous aggregates (moderate and slowly reactive aggregates such as schist), 855 

the gel pocket model provides the most accurate representation of the reality of the location 856 

of reactive sites. Stress is then developed in the aggregate by varying the mechanical 857 

properties throughout the aggregate; the stress distribution is highly heterogeneous. This 858 

leads to a predominance of sharp cracks. 859 

The different expansion models depend on the homogeneity of the aggregate, which 860 

acts on the homogeneity of the penetration of alkalis and the reactive silica distribution. Thus, 861 

the dominant expansion model can be changed based on aggregate homogeneity. If aggregate 862 

homogeneity is mild, expansion and cracking are based on the combination of both expansion 863 

models; further, a combination of cracking patterns may be present. 864 

 865 

6. Conclusions 866 

This study aimed to investigate the influence of the origins of expansion on the ASR 867 

crack propagation process through numerical analysis. The authors developed a mesoscale 868 

discrete model and applied it to represent concrete with aggregate particles and a mortar phase 869 

based on 3D-RBSM. With this mesoscale discrete model, the expansive sites were arranged 870 

inside the aggregate based on two ASR-expansion mechanisms from the literature (gel pocket 871 

model and reaction rim model). The ASR expansions and cracking patterns were investigated 872 

by applying strain to the expansive sites. The expansion crack propagation processes 873 

calculated by the gel pocket and reaction rim models were compared with previous experiments 874 

drawn from the literature. The findings are listed as follows:  875 

 876 
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1) Regardless of the expansion model applied in the mesoscale approach, the multi-877 

aggregate model was found to be necessary to obtain realistic three-dimensional 878 

expansion and cracking. The single aggregate model leads to highly unstable and unique 879 

cracks propagating from the mortar to the aggregate. A realistic aggregate distribution 880 

needs to be modeled to reproduce a realistic distribution of expansion cracks for 881 

analyzing the ASR mechanisms. 882 

2) The crack propagation process obtained with the gel pocket model has two stages: first, 883 

the cracks are generated around the expansive sites inside the aggregate, and then, they 884 

subsequently pass through the aggregate and propagate between adjacent aggregates 885 

with increasing expansion.  886 

3) The crack propagation of the reaction rim model has two stages: first, the cracks are 887 

generated inside along the boundary of the aggregate for the boundary and layer models. 888 

Subsequently, the cracks propagate from the aggregate to the mortar with increasing 889 

expansion, and many cracks are observed at the entire aggregate area for the inner 890 

model. As the expansive sites exist locally at the external boundary of the aggregate, 891 

cracks along the boundary of the aggregate can be easily observed.  892 

4) The crack propagation process inside the aggregate (sharp crack/onion skin crack) 893 

simulated with the gel pocket model and boundary model of the reaction rim model is 894 

consistent with the previous experimental classification proposed by Sanchez et al. [11]. 895 

5) From the summary of the relationships between rock type and crack pattern obtained 896 

from the literature, it was found that the expansion crack induced by ASR is inherently 897 

changed. For an equal level of macroscopic expansion, cracking in the aggregate and in 898 

concrete is not equal based on the distribution of reactive sites in the aggregate. This can 899 
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lead to different macroscopic damages for an equal level of expansion.  900 

6) The two expansion models highlight the different crack patterns obtained according to 901 

the nature of the aggregate. For homogeneous aggregates (highly reactive aggregates 902 

such as glassy andesite), the reaction rim model provides a correct description of the 903 

aggregate attack. In such conditions, ASR leads to circumferential onion skin cracking 904 

and some sharp cracks. For heterogeneous aggregates (moderate and slowly reactive 905 

aggregates such as schist), the gel pocket model provides the most accurate 906 

representation of the actual location of reactive sites. Stress is then developed in the 907 

aggregate with mechanical properties varying throughout the aggregate, and the stress 908 

distribution is highly heterogeneous. This leads to a predominance of sharp cracks. 909 
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